
RICHARD NIXON



Foreign Policy

• Realpolitik

– “realistic politics” 

– deal with a country based on strength, not 
philosophy 

– Henry Kissenger’s idea

• Based on what is happening in Vietnam, why 
would Nixon and Kissenger apply this policy?



• Détente 

– Easing tensions of the Cold War

– Started with China then Soviet Union

• Chinese-Soviet problems (since 1960) allowed 
Nixon to play them against each other 

• Also helped put pressure on North Vietnam to 
end the Vietnam War



NIXON GOES TO . . .

China in February 1972 Soviet Union in May 1972



RESULTS
• Led to the end of the Vietnam War

• SALT Treaty
– Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty

– Limited production of nuclear weapons

• Eased tension in Europe
– U.S. recognizes East Germany as a nation

– East Germany recognizes West Berlin as an 
independent city

• IS NIXON’S FOREIGN POLICY A SUCCESS OR 
FAILURE?  WHY?



NIXON – DOMESTIC POLICY

NEW FEDERALISM



How does legislation get passed?

• The president can propose legislation

• Congress must pass the legislation

• If the President and Congress are of the same 
political party, passing legislation is easier.

• If they are of differing political parties, it can 
be more difficult



Liberals vs. Conservatives



How do I know if I am
liberal or conservative?

• Three questions one must ask:

–Do I like change to happen?

–At what speed do I want to see 
change happen?

–By what method do I want to see 
change happen?



What do they believe?

• LIBERALS
– Change is helpful!

– Change should happen at a 
noticeable speed

– Change must happen within 
the system (elections of 
candidates, new laws, etc.)

– TEND to be Democrats 
(although there are 
conservative Democrats)

– More government 
involvement is better

– Taxes are needed to support 
programs

• CONSERVATIVES
– Change is hurtful – why do we 

need to do things differently?

– IF change must happen, it 
should happen at a very slow 
pace.

– To prevent change, it must be 
stopped within the system 
(elections of candidates, new 
laws, etc.)

– TEND to be Republicans 
(although there are liberal 
Republicans)

– Less government involvement 
is better

– Taxes need to remain low



Political Spectrum

Radical   Liberal              Moderate  Conservative       Reactionary

Nixon – A Republican

Congress – Controlled by the Democrats



EVALUATE NIXON’S 
DOMESTIC POLICIES

• At your table, complete the following:
– Read pages 699-700 in the History Alive textbook, and pages 

678 and 679 in America Through the Lens
– Define New Federalism
– Define Revenue Sharing
– Identify specific programs proposed by Nixon to Congress
– Identify whether each program seems to be liberal or 

conservative
– Determine whether or not Nixon’s collective programs were 

liberal in nature, conservative in nature, or both/in-between 
(moderate)

– Why do you think Nixon took the path he did with respect to 
these domestic programs?

– What was Nixon’s “Southern Strategy”?
– Would you say Nixon was successful or not?  Why?



THE ECONOMY



What was the post World War II 
economy like?

• Immediately after WWII (late 40’s) there was 
high inflation

• The 1950’s in America was one of the most 
economically prosperous times EVER in 
American history.

• By the mid-1960’s the economy began to slow

• WHY?



Inflation and Unemployment are 
economic indicators

• Inflation

– The rate of economic 
growth

– The increase in prices

• Economy is good if the 
rate is 3% to 4% -- that 
shows a healthy economy

– Under 3% means a lack of 
growth

– Over 5% could lead to price 
inflation

• Unemployment

– The number of eligible 
Americans who can work 
but are unable to work 
(high school and college 
students don’t count –
your job is your education 
)

– As unemployment gets 
above 4%, it can have 
negative consequences on 
the economy



Unemployment and Inflation

• USUALLY have an inverse relationship

– As unemployment rises, inflation drops

– As inflation rises, unemployment drops

• Successful economic strategies can help 
improve both

– Roosevelt’s New Deal

– Gearing up for World War II

– Marshall Plan after World War II



STAGFLATION

• Defined

– As inflation goes up so does unemployment

– As unemployment goes up so does inflation

• This is an identical relationship rather than an 
inverse relationship.

• When attempting to fix one problem, it often 
makes the other worse



CAUSES OF STAGFLATION

• Deficit Spending
– Great Society
– Vietnam War
– Will that impact inflation or unemployment?

• More economic competition
– Japan
– West Germany
– Will that impact inflation or unemployment?

• Increased labor force
– Baby boomers
– Women
– Will that impact inflation or unemployment?

• The OPEC Oil Embargo



The OPEC Oil Embargo

• OPEC – Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries

• Mostly made up of Middle Eastern, Arab, Muslim 
nations

• In 1973, war breaks out between Israel and Egypt

• The U.S. supported Israel

• OPEC put an embargo on oil shipments to the 
United States

Will that impact inflation or unemployment?



Impact of the oil embargo on the U.S.

• Shortage of oil

– Do you understand how supply and demand 
works?

• Increase in gas prices (up to four times)

• Many Americans trade in gas guzzling cars

– Ford, Chevrolet, General Motors, Chrysler, Pontiac

• Many Americans bought fuel efficient cars

– Toyota, Datsun (Nissan), Honda, Volkswagen



Nixon’s Attempt to Fix Stagflation

• Raise taxes, cut the federal budget

– Congress didn’t approve

• Raise interest rates

– Slowed down the economy even further

• August, 1971 – price and wage controls for 90 
days

– Only helped temporarily



STAGFLATION
1970-1973
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STAGFLATION
1970-1976
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